It is shown that good linear ~n ,k ,d] codes over a finite field GF (q) can be constructed by concatenating the generator matrices of Reed-Solomon codes. For the first interesting case of k = 3, it is shown that many of the codes obtained via projective geometry tecqniques can readily be obtained via the proposed algebraic approach.
... Let q be a power of a prime 'and let P be the field GP (q )'. An [n ,k ,d] code Cover F is a n k-dimensional subspace of p , with the (Hamming) distanc..e between any two members of C being at least d [6] . To shorten notation in the sequel, we define the (maximum) proximity t of C as t ~ n -d; that is, t is the maximal number of coordinates in whlch tWo distinct codewords of C can have equal entries or, equivalently, the maximal number of zeroes in any nonzero code word of C. It is easy to verify that t is al~o the maximal number of columns of rank < k in any generatormatrix G of C .
A possible approach to the construction of long codes with relatively small.proximity is to form a generator matrix G, by concatenating the generator matrices of several good short codes. Let 90 denote the generator matrix of the extended RS code, Le.,
The construction proposed here employs Go and m ma~ces T l' T 2, " ' , Tmover F such that the 90de ge~erated by the matrix ..
" has small proximity. To facilitate the analysis of codes. generated by (1) It is well-known [3, §6] that 'the size n of an (n;t)-arc in PG(k-l,q), k ~ 2, is upper bounded by2
This bound is useful in obtaining bounds for peT 
... 
For k = / = 2, (5) implies p*(r[m ;2]) =m. Hence, the corresponding code C *(r) attains the bound of (3). In terms of the dimension k, the first interesting case is that of k =3. We present sets r[m ;3,/] with per) close -or equal to the-lower bou:Q.ds of (4) or (5), thus yielding codes which approach and sometimes attain the bound of (3). Some of the codes obtained in Sections'
IlI.A and m.B have already been q.erived using a variety of geometric arguments ([2, Ch. 12], [3, §2] ). We believe that there is merit in an alternate derivation using a unified algebraic approach, especially, as it leads to new constructions (S"eetion III.C) as well. 1 (n;t)-arcs are usually defined as sets; however it is easy to verify that the bound given below applies to multisets as well. 2 A simple algebraic proof of (3) is given in Appendix A. Consider the polynomial equation over F : (6) ..
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;-It is easy to determine p(v), the number of distinct roots of v (x) in F (see also [4, Ch. (6) yields
which, by (ii), implies (7) Hence, if (7) does nqt hold, v (x) has no roots in F. On the other hand, (7) is sufficient for v (x) to have r roots. To see this, note first that, by (iii), for each y E F there exist exactly !L distinct r values b e F that satisfy (7) . Second, when a ranges over F, a' -a a takes values satisfying (7); each such value is obJirlned exactlY r times; and, the set of r a's yielding the same value
The following is a summary of the above discussion.
Proposition 1. Let q =r h , F =GF(q), and K =GF(r). Let v(x)=x' -ax -b be a polynomial over F. If a ~ 0 is an (r-I)-st power in F, then either
Note that in the-special case of r = 2, (6) The resulting codes approach and sometimes attain . .the bound of (3) which, in this case, reduces
Some of the codes constructed here have previously been obtained using various projective geometry methods. As in the geometric approach, most of the codes constructed here have
A. Codes over Finite Fields of Even Size
Constructions of (n;t )-arcs over E =OF (2") with t =2$, 1 ~ s ~ h, which attain the bound of (3) can be found in [2, Ch. 12]. Here we veiify that the corresponding codes are equivalent to composite'RS, codes and show how these codes can be further composed to form good codes for values of t other than powers of 2. The resulting codes approach the bound of (3) as q and t tend to infi~ity. Throughout this subsection F = OF (2 h ) and the range of tr(x) is
GF(2).
Let a e F be such that tr(a) = 
In case u1 =0, P"'(Vi) ~ 1 for each i', 'and thus, l:l~11p"'(Vi) ~2s-1. Hence, we can assume u 1 ::/; 0. The discriminant l:1 i of (9) is given by
Noting that tr(x) = tr(';;·), we obtain Codes with odd proxiriJity t ~ 3, satisfying (11), can be obtained by appending a zero column to the generator matrix of a code C* of proximity t -1. Since wet) $log2(t+l), (11) implies the existence of [n ,3,n -t] codes with n ~ t·(q + 1) -q 'log2(t+l), 2 $ t < 2q . (12) Note that the ratio between this lower bound on n arid the upper bound of (3) 
[ ° 1 -8· I Let u =(uo u 1 u2) E p3 ~ {O} .and let vi == uTj, lSi S m, Le., (13) .If u2 == 0, p(Vj) S 1 for each i and so Ll~11)/2 p(Vj) S q;l. Assume now that u2 ~ °and, without loss of generality! that u2 =1. The discriminant Iii of (13) is given by By Proposition 2, if q== ~l (mod 4), q;1 of the Iii are quadratic residues in F; and if q == 1 (mod 4), the l1umber of the nonzero residues does norexceed q~ 1 . (In the latter case it is also possible that one of the Iii vanishes). Thus, in either case, LF~11)/2 P(vi) S q;l and the corresponding code C (n has proximity'q;1 . The special column (0,0, l)' can also be added to the gen,erator matrix of C (n without affecting the proximity, resulting in a code of length , Two oodes are said to be equivalent jf the generator matrix of one is obtained from that of the other by pennuting the columns and multi plying each column by a nonzero scalar.
""t ..... Relative to a given basis 0= { 0>1'~' " ' , Olh } ofF over K,. define the set A ~ F as the col lection of all h -vectors over K whose j -th coordinate is restticted to A j . Note that the cardinal., Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0447 -1987 100"'001
"
[ A.OO···(r1 It remains to consider the case when ~{U 1=y,-1 for' some y E F -{O}. In this case (16) has r rpots if 
i,). ,
r-u
Mr )
It follows that the length o(C (r) satisfies (19) Since lim,~oo 't(O,r,M) =1, the ratio between th~ length n, as given in (19), and the bound on n given by (3) approaches'uq,ity as r .tends.to infinity. 
(A similar result for the special case 9f even h, is' implied by the constructions given in [3, §2(b)]).
Proof. Referring to the parameters 'pj and M of the construction, set and M =r-l. This results in a code Co of lerlgth'no and proximity to such that t' S t < to(~ + 1) .
Hence, if t ~'J.!q we obtain
which yields,
as r tends to infinity'. 0
IV. NON·EXISTENCE RESULTS
In this section we show that if q ~ 8 then p(r [2;3] ) =4 for all r [2;3] . Consequently, no [2q , 3, code can be constructed by concatenating the generator matrices of two extended RS codes when q ~ 8. Actually, we prove a stronger result as stated in the following theorem. 
Lemma 2. Let C be an [n,3,n-3] linear code over F = GF(q) with n > q+3. Then,
Proof. First, we observe that the generator matrix G of C cannot contain an all-zero column, for its de1e,tion from G wou14 result in an [n-l,~,n-3] MDS code C' with n-l > q+2, 
and n-2
Eliminating A (n-3) we obtain,
Since A (n-l) ~ 0, the lemma follows.
[ • •
APRENDIX B
The following are examples of matrices T r[2;3] = {I, T } has proximity 3:
over GF (q), "3 $. q S 7, such that the set
GF(3):
[ 100]
This matrix corresponds to a [6,3,?] linear. code over GF (3) .
• GF(4):
·T= 100
O· 0 1
This matrix corresponds to an [8, 3, 5] linear code over GF (4) .
GF(5):
T= 010. 101
This matrix corresponds to a [10, 3, 7] linear code over GF (5) .
GF(7):
[ 006]
This matrix corresponds to a [14,3,11] linear code over GF (7) .
. . .. 
